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The year 2017 saw the celebration of the eighth centenary of the 
birth of St. Bonaventure, “philosopher and mystic of Christianity” 
(Renato Lazzarini). The Pontifical University Antonianum and the St. 
Bonaventure Pontifical Faculty of Theology, the Seraphicum, together 
with the Pontifical Gregorian University, organized the International 
Congress Deus summe cognoscibilis, which was held in Rome last novem-
ber. For its part, our University chose to honour the Seraphic Doctor 
also on the occasion of the annual Feast Day of the University and of 
the Grand Chacellor. Thus, in the afternoon of 15 January this year, and 
in the following forenoon, at the Auditorium Antonianum, a scholar-
ly gathering took place on the subject: Bonaventure of Bagnoregio and 
posterity. Translations, Renewed Recourse, Open Questions. The thematics 
at the heart of this gathering was fairly specific, and  it was seen to be 
particularly topical in the light of the growing numbers of those who  do 
not have the tools needed for access to the sources – in Latin – of the 
thought of antiquity and of the Middle Ages. The University and the 
editorial team of  this journal now wish to share  with our readers the 
rich offerings of the contributions to that gathering. Thus we are making 
them readily available for use by any who would in future undertake the 
demanding task of translating and editing a classic of the Scholastics, 
and of Mediaeval Latin literature more generally. The discussion among 
multiple well-known scholars was by no means merely “technical”; of 
its very nature it could not be so circumscribed. Since to translate is to 
understand and to interpet, that scholarly gathering,  into which we are 
now to this extent inviting you, wrote another page, so to speak, of phil-
osophical-theological Bonaventurian historiography. 

With this in mind, this second issue of Antonianum for the  year 
2018 is wholly dedicated to this scholarly gathering. Thus the six major 
contributions made to it are published here as articles, and in the Re-
censiones section, there is reviewed one of the books that won an award 
announced at the 16 January morning conclusion of the gathering, that 
by Professor Luca Parisoli. Then, under Acta, we publish the authorita-
tive and instructive addresses to the gathering by, respectively, the Vice 
Rector, the Rector, the Grand Chancellor of the Pontifical University 
Antonianum. 
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The critical edition of Bonaventure’s Opera omnia, which was pub-
lished between 1882 and 1902 – but which had been in the works since 
1870, nine years before Aeterni Patris – is part and parcel of the move-
ment of renewal and recovery of the Franciscan Order – on the basis of 
promoting studies and scholarship – in the wake of the suppression of 
the religious orders, willed by the Kingdom of Italy for the purpose of 
undermining the Church. The Italian translations Bonaventure’s works 
are, as befits Franciscans, the “practical” crowning of the deserving en-
terprise of the Friars of Quaracchi. Barbara Faes modestly claims only 
to be «tracing some outlines» for a  history of the Italian translations 
of Bonaventure in the past century. In fact, this Author’s is a masterly 
work of research, into archives and unpublished material, which will be 
indispensable for any future engagement with the subject. It studies the 
role that, in the translation of Bonaventure into Italian, was played by 
such as Agostino Gemelli, working with the publishing house “Vita e 
Pensiero,” or Eliodoro Mariani and the “Centro di Studi Bonaventuriani 
di Bagnoregio” with LIEF Publishers of Vicenza, all the way to Jacques 
Guy Bougerol with the “Città Nuova” publishing house, where the se-
ries has been launched of the works of St. Bonaventure, with – helpfully 
– the Latin original facing the Italian translation. Significantly, before 
embarking on the historical reconstruction of the stages and turns of 
the 20th  century translations, the Author does not omit to sum up the 
four general points, or queries, to be kept firmly in mind when looking 
at the history of translations, and at theories of translation, more gener-
ally: (1) on what is the translation based; (2) what, properly speaking, is 
translation;  (3) what is its function; (4) what are the requirements for 
its successful accomplishment, hence what are the criteria to be applied 
in the work of translating. 

If, in translating an author’s work, the historical authenticity of the 
text constitutes “a primary value,” what are the conditions for an histori-
cally adequate translation of Bonaventure?  Massimiliano Lenzi outlines 
some answers to that. He bases the discourse on the solid foundations 
of the Bonaventurian philosophy of the verbum, according to which the 
perception of the world marks words and concepts and things: «For 
Bonaventure, language constitutes, at least in principle, a perfectly ade-
quate means for expressing the properties of things, and this on purely 
epistemological and metaphysical grounds». This Author does not ne-
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glect to render the discourse quite concrete by means of effective exem-
plifications.

In his article, Andrea Di Maio presents a “to understand” Bonaven-
ture that takes place on a much more basic plane than that of interpre-
tation and hermeneutics, which are the usual concerns of historians of 
theology and philosophy, who operate at the level of literary historiog-
raphy. Indeed, it is to this Author that we are indebted for the 2008 Pic-
colo glossario bonaventuriano; prima introduzione al pensiero e al lessico 
di Bonaventura da Bagnoregio. There, access is offered to the thought 
of the Seraphic Doctor through the collecting, the cataloguing and the 
explicating of the headwords that together constitute Bonaventure’s vo-
cabulary. From this perspective, with its reference to the lexicon, several 
directions are identified, along which research into Bonaventure’s work 
and thought can be further pursued in coming years.  

Peter of John Olivi’s “reuse” of the thought of his formidable teach-
er (potissimus magister meus), Bonaventure, may be called, to all effects, 
interpretation, and be called that in the contemporary (hermeneutic) 
sense of the term. Indeed it could not be otherwise with the author of 
the Lectura super Apocalypsim, whom Paolo Vian, in his article, defines 
as «a Franciscan who was never slavishly repetitive, never simply sub-
ordinate to another». In Olivi’s interpretation, that which was “said” 
by the Seraphic Doctor is being used to illustrate the “not-said”, thereby 
reaching deeper to unveil a particular facet of the reality of his multi-
faceted system. The facet being presented here - already pointed out by 
scholars such as Joseph Ratzinger (later, His Holiness Benedict XVI), 
David Burr and Sylvain Piron, to mention but three of them, explicitly 
invoked by Vian in his article – shows itself by discourse touching on 
the «novus ordo of the Ecclesia contemplativa, which, according to the 
design of Joachim of Fiore, would play a particular role in the third gen-
eral state of the world».

Particular reuse of Bonaventure is documented and articulated in 
Fortunato Iozzelli’s contribution. In the Legenda of St. Margaret of Cor-
tona – for the critical edition of which Iozzelli himself is to be thanked 
– essentially three texts of Bonaventure’s work are employed to speak of 
Margaret, saying something further to that said by Bonaventure, thus 
generating new meanings, as is the case with intertextuality; these are 
two quotations from De perfectione vitae ad sorores and one from De tri-
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plici via. In the Legenda de origine Ordinis fratrum Servorum Virginis 
Mariae, the “hagiographical” debt to the Legenda maior becomes evi-
dent; this is proved in detail by a synopsis of the two prologues. Finally, 
from Bonaventure’s same Legenda, Bartolomeo dei Tolomei draws quite 
liberally in his Legenda beati Luchesii; here, the reuse of the Legenda 
maior is apt for expounding the «perfect conversion to God», the vir-
tues of Blessed Luchesius and the miracles attributed to his intercession 
after his death. However, for the narration of the «transitus» of the 
Penitent of Poggibonsi, the reused text is rather that of Chapter VII of 
Bonaventure’s Legenda minor.

Alessandro Ghisalberti speaks of uncritical diachronic reading of 
Bonaventure prevailing in recent decades, and calls for future studies, in 
the coming years, to give fresh consideration to the part played by two 
important sources for the Seraphic Doctor: Dionysius the Areopagite 
and Joachim of Fiore. Bonaventure’s hagiographical oeuvre, too - he pro-
poses - beginning with the Legenda maior, ought to be newly considered 
within the context of the development of Bonaventure’s thought, as al-
ready suggested by Ratzinger. The spiritual experience of Francis is to 
play a far from secondary role in any re-reading of the Journey of the Soul 
into God, where the steps are represented by the visions of the Apoca-
lypse. There are at least three open questions, which may give direction 
to further research into Bonaventure’s thought: There is need to study 
more deeply the reach of exemplarism or illuminationism, while, at the 
same time, critically engaging with the value of the principle bonum dif-
fusivum sui; it is necessary to study the “metaphysical” value acquired by 
evangelical poverty in Bonaventure’s thought, most of all beginning in 
1259; research ought to be undertaken into the renewal of Bonaventu-
rian eschatology, starting from the Collationes in Hexaëmeron and from 
the exegetical method thereby put into use. All in all, such a scholarly 
gathering could not have concluded better than by a push for further 
new developments in researching Bonaventure’s thought. 

Stéphane Oppes
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